BACKWASH OF A DREAM
"Oh, I expect she'll be coining in," murmured Sylvia, passing
tea over her shoulder to Orlando. "Oh dear, I oughtn't to have
served you first, pught I a"
Orlando's wearily deprecating smile indicated that it couldn't
matter less.
"Where are my manners?" continued Sylvia, forcing herself
to be the bright hostess, and she made meticulous enquiries as to
whether Jennie and I took milk and all that.
"Lionel, pass Peter a savoury sandwich or a hot cake—" Then
she lapsed again . . . poured a little tea into the hot-water jug and
gave Orlando another cup; not the same cup refilled; literally
another cup. Glancing aside, I saw him carefully pour both cups
of tea into a Famille Rose vase.
—Suddenly they all burst in.   They filled the room, Felicia
leading them, radiant and welcoming; Sylvia sprang up, welcom-
ing and radiant; Lionel glowed on a deeper, more masculine note
of greeting . . . Hubbub of voices and counter-voices, of seating
and re-seating;   we grasped that now the event had happened
towards which the whole day had been building: They had come.
Red carpets and flags and the National Anthem.   They had come.
"But, darlings, how late you are"—and some deliriously comic
explanation from Belmont.   Jennie and I were introduced, but
sketchily.   I cannot remember whether Orlando was introduced
or not.   All the love, all the entertainment, all the attention in that
room were focussed away from us and on to the others; we were
left feeling snubbed and small as though indeed we had no physical
presence at alL   Even when we volunteered a remark, our voices
sounded unconvincing from the sort of hollow place where we
had been left derelict.   Once, certainly, in a perfunctory realization
of Orlando's claims, Sylvia passed him a cup of tea—(she did not
want him to feel left out!)—at about the same moment that Lionel
took off the two strange men Behnont had brought along with
her; took them off in that atmosphere of unspoken understanding
between men, that they would prefer drinks to tea.   And a few
minutes later Felicia slipped away too, after exchanging meaning
looks with Sylvia, who was tfcen quite free to devote herself to
Belmont *..
A woman with a surname for a Christian name has an unfair
advantage over other women. 1, Gladys^ declare this to be true.
It suggests a bravura quality even before you see her, md I should
imagine it gave confidence to the bearer; like the youth's banner
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